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First WLCG/HSF
Joint Workshop

●
●

Many thanks to the convenors for
organising these sessions
Huge thanks to the local organisers for
looking after us so well
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Community White
Paper article
published in April
CERN Courier
(Remember, you can
still sign the CWP for
a little while more)
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Our Goal
●

Identify projects that we need in order to succeed at the challenges faced in HEP
Software and Computing in the next decade
○

●
●

We will be resource constrained - how do we do the best with the resource
envelope we have?
Our strong belief, reinforced by the CWP, is that we must work together to solve
these problems
○
○

○

●

HL-LHC, LBNF, Belle II, Juno, …

Not enough development effort in the experiments (a constant refrain)
Very hard challenges coming up
■ Huge increases in data taken by the detectors
■ Ambitious physics program to support
■ Increasingly challenging hardware environment to run on
Working with partner organisations too - WLCG evidently high on that list

Importance of these projects is measured in their impact on these challenges
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The HSF Role
●

Improve communication in the community
○
○

●

Description and inventory of community activities and projects
○
○

●

Great way to get feedback from a dedicated group (GeantV, Analysis Ecosystem)

Help improve education, training and recognition of software
○

●

You can put this onto the HSF website
New working groups are really welcome
■
HSF can help marshal interested people in the community

Organise Community Reviews
○

●

We can’t work together if we don’t know what’s going on
We have the hsf-forum mailing list - do please use it
■
Along with other specialist lists, e.g. the technical forum list

We made good progress
in identifying some of
these this week, but no
means did we exhaust
the possibilities - we
need to follow up on this

Publish your software, cite the software of others (DOIs)

New projects should be building cooperation into their core
○
○

Visit, discuss, collaborate - funding agencies really want this
HSF can help to advise on how to do this
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Successes this week (a view from my parallels)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Technology watch working group
Data Management R&D starting
Training group identified core skills as a prime first target
Common software libraries seriously discussed (VecCore, TrickTrack, Matriplex?)
Packaging group moving ahead with real tests
Software developers focus on performance and optimisation
Frameworks - take on the challenge of heterogeneity and organise workshop
follow ups

There is lots to do - we advanced our thinking of how to do it
➔ Now turn ideas into developments
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The HSF moving forward
●

Links to the WLCG are very important to us
○
○

●

The HSF: It’s you!
○
○
○
○
○

●

So this workshop was a real step forwards
We have to solve both software and computing challenges - isolation will not work
Please contribute to the organisation
We can help find solutions and new answers to questions
Don’t be afraid to constructively criticise
■ But better to fix and improve things
HSF work is successful and provides a natural way for working together
PyHEP and an opportunity for other WG/BOF meetings before CHEP

Thanks very much for coming
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